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C_TS4CO_2020 Practice Test
ERPPrep.com’s C_TS4CO_2020 PDF is a comprehensive compilation of questions and
answers that have been developed by our team of SAP S/4HANA Management
Accounting experts and experienced professionals. To prepare for the actual exam,
all you need is to study the content of this exam questions. You can identify the weak
area with our premium C_TS4CO_2020 practice exams and help you to provide more
focus on each syllabus topic covered. This method will help you to boost your
confidence to pass the SAP S/4HANA Management Accounting certification with a
better score.

C_TS4CO_2020 Questions and Answers Set
Question: 1
What does the calculation of a condition type in the costing sheet of CO-PA depend
on?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Valuation
Calculation type
Segment
Condition class
Answer: b, d

Question: 2
You post an expense line in an accounting document and enter an internal order
and a cost center as the account assignments. After posting, the system allows you
to settle the posted values from the internal order.
Which settings do the cost center and internal order have?
Please choose the correct answer.
a) Real internal order
Statistical cost center
b) Statistical internal order
Statistical cost center
c) Statistical internal order
Real cost center
d) Real internal order
Real cost center
Answer: a
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Question: 3
In which SAP S/4HANA components can you report the results of the results
analysis?
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Profitability analysis
Inventory management
Profit center accounting
Sales and distribution
Financial accounting
Answer: a, c, e

Question: 4
Which object controls the tiles a business user can assign to their SAP Fiori
launchpad?
Please choose the correct answer.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Tile group
App library
App finder
Tile catalog
Answer: d

Question: 5
You need to assign a company code to a controlling area. Which settings must be
identical for both organizational objects?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Operational Chart of accounts
Currency
Operational Posting period
Fiscal year variant
Answer: a, d
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Question: 6
Which controls can you set when you determine a characteristic derivation?
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Valuation calculation
System response when unsuccessful
Display authority
Overwriting authority
Conditions for execution
Answer: b, d, e

Question: 7
For which revenue-carrying cost objects does the system perform results analysis?
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Cost center
Business processes
Internal order
Work breakdown structure
Customer service orders
Answer: c, d, e

Question: 8
Which process can you use to credit internal orders during period-end closing?
Please choose the correct answer.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Assessment
Distribution
Indirect activity allocation
Periodic reposting
Answer: d
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Question: 9
A profit center standard hierarchy contains all profit centers that are assigned to
which organizational unit?
Please choose the correct answer.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Client
Plant
Controlling area
Operating concern
Answer: c

Question: 10
What must the referenced cost estimate and the receiving cost estimate have in
common?
Please choose the correct answer.
a)
b)
c)
d)

The
The
The
The

cost component structure
company codes
quantity structure
plant
Answer: a

Full Online Practice of C_TS4CO_2020 Certification
ERPPREP.COM presents authentic, genuine and valid practice exams for SAP
S/4HANA Management Accounting Certification, which is similar to actual exam. We
promise 100% success in very first attempt. We recommend going ahead with our
online practice exams to perform outstandingly in the actual exam. We suggest to
identify your weak area from our premium practice exams and give more focus by
doing practice with SAP system. You can continue this cycle till you achieve 100%
with our practice exams. Our technique helps you to score better in the final
C_TS4CO_2020 exam.
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